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Angie  Jones 
Twitter 
 
A senior automation engineer at Twitter, Angie Jones has developed automation 
strategies and frameworks for countless software products. As a master inventor, 
she is known for her innovative and out-of-the-box thinking style which has 
resulted in more than twenty patented inventions in the United States and China. 
A strong advocate for diversity in technology, Angie shares her wealth of 
knowledge by speaking and teaching at software conferences worldwide and 
leading tech workshops for young girls through Black Girls Code. Angie blogs 
about automation techniques and can be found on Twitter. 
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The future ofThe future of
testing...testing...



Machine learning won't
necessarily eliminate
testing jobs, but it will
change how the work

gets done.
 

~Paul Merrill
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We'll see a trend where
humans will have less and

less mechanical dirty
work to do with

implementing, executing,
and analyzing test

results...
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...but they will still be
an integral and

necessary part of the
test process to approve
and act on the findings.

 
~Moshe Milman & Adam Carmi
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AI’s interactions with
the system [under test]

will multiply results
you’d have with manual

testing.
 

~Jeremias Rößler
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I've done it!I've done it!
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Learn How It LearnsLearn How It Learns
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Train the SystemTrain the System
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Test ItTest It

POCS: >20POCS: >20
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What did I doWhat did I do
wrong?wrong?
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http://angiejones.tech/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/The_ethics_of_self-driving_cars_-_Paul_Fenwick.mp4
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The future is here...test it!The future is here...test it!
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